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CRICKET
1st XI
This is the season that never was. Rugby used to be a
winter sport but it now appears to run well into May.
Mercifully, the effect on 1st XI cricket was minimal
since not a single mid-week cricket fixture was played
before half term. The end of the season was afflicted by
The All England Tennis Club which had our excellent
cricketers fielding tennis balls for the duration of the
Wimbledon fortnight as well as depriving the U14 ball
boys of their games afternoon for most of the summer
term. They provided the only dignified side-show to the
petulant antics of the ill-mannered professional tennis
scene. For the rest of the season it rained incessantly.
If this sounds like the ramblings of an entrenched and
embittered master in charge of cricket then do read on
for the season did eventually start, briefly, on May 12th.
The first celebratory notice to appear on the cricket
notice board this year appeared in the 3rd week in May
from yours truly. It read:
“1st Half Century of the Season. Matches Cancelled
58”.
Things improved slightly but the rain and then the wind
continued unabated. Ironically, the huge sum invested
in covers for the main square was futile as it was too
wet to even wheel them out.
For a season to have started so promisingly in the winter nets which were held outdoors on our brilliant new
facility during the balmy days of March, it was a bitter
disappointment to see so many of the senior established players play so poorly when the season eventually started. With such a disrupted season, if one got into
a rut it was extremely difficult to get out of it as the 1st
XI lurched from one cancellation to the next and from
one loss to the next. The first win was not recorded until June 20th against Wimbledon College. Ironically, this
was to be the last match before players departed for
Biology field trips, holidays, work experience and Wimbledon ball boy duties leaving the side denuded and
hapless for the final part of the season. Sadly, we were
not to field a full side again. There was no tour, despite
it having been arranged well in advance. There were
simply not enough players as the attempt to be competitive at the St. John’s festival proved only too adequately. A few players did manage a full season. Captain
Kamran Toor, the undoubted batting star from 2011,
could hardly lay a bat on the ball for much of the season. A top score of 39 represented a ridiculous run of ill
fortune for a player who had scored 640 runs in 2011.
Priyesh Patel who had taken the Ben Lyon Bowling
award in 2011 with a huge stack of wickets could hardly get a ball past the bat✝. Elliot Carter who had looked
like the player of the century in the nets suffered much
the same fate as Kamran Toor, only more so. Of course,
the exodus of key players from 2011 had left a huge
void in every department, a void which young players
had to fill on the back of little experience at this level.
But all, without exception, rose to the challenge with
Miles Dilworth, Alastair Garner, Will Caruana and Angus
Watkins returning excellent figures for their first, and in
the case of Dilworth, Caruana and Garner, their only
season in the 1st XI. Miles and Angus were the de58

served winners of the Ben Lyon batting and bowling
awards respectively while Alastair Garner bowled with
impressive control of line and length from beginning to
end. It must be pointed out that Miles was most definitely not a candidate for the Ben Lyon fielding award.
This went to another player representing the 1st XI for
his first and only season, Elliot Carter, whose remarkable reactions at short extra cover saved us so many
runs. If only Peter Chamberlain and Alan Hutcheson
had played beyond June 20th, they and the team might
have enjoyed some late success. Both are players of
considerable talent and together will play an essential
role in the top of the order in 2013. This season they
showed glimpses, Chamberlain with determined concentration and excellent fielding ability, Hutcheson with
a deftness of touch with the bat that many aspire to but
few attain. Next year, Priyesh Patel takes over the captaincy with Shiva Krishnan and Peter Chamberlain as
Vice Captains and Dimitri Dharmasena as the elder
statesman. We look forward to a lot of enjoyable, and
with any luck successful, cricket.
So there we are. A season that saw just two wins over
school sides, the second a remarkable performance
against City of London Freemen’s in which another
newcomer, Akshay Khanna, with 6 for 29, recorded the
best figures for a Tiffin seam bowler for about 15 years.
With Wisden reducing its qualification criteria for bowlers to just 7 wickets in 2012 – a reflection of the huge
number of matches abandoned to rain – both Akshay
Khanna and Bashir Bhatti, who bowled with amazing
control during the St. John’s festival, appear not only in
Wisden but also at the top of the Tiffin 1st XI bowling
averages for 2012. Wisden this year has decided to
award a free copy of this essential cricketer’s bible to
the outstanding player in each of the schools that appear in the tome. Our recipient this year is Shiva Krishnan who, while he scored fewer runs than in 2011,
nonetheless steered the side to 2 valuable victories
over City of London Freemen’s and Incogniti, scoring
47* and 72 respectively. The dispatching of the penultimate ball of the match high over long on brought
about a particularly pleasing and hard fought win over
City of London. Robert Forster who had been a pivotal
feature in the previous year’s side found it as difficult
as the other batsmen to find any consistency but he
bowled with increasing control and effect as the season
progressed. It was a season of enormous frustration
but there were many invaluable high spots away from
the 1st XI. Highest among them was the arrival of
Rathulan Gnanendran who appeared like a Deus Ex
Machina at the start of the term. Rathulan, one of our
most celebrated cricketing Old Tiffinians and one of the
leading 1st XI wicket takers of all time, flung himself
headlong into the life of the school, much as he had
done 2 years previously. His input into school cricket
this term has again been invaluable. He has turned a
useful U13 side into a very good one and he has devoted boundless time and energy to players of all ages but
this year’s U13 side will have much for which to thank
him. With the prospect of no permanent contract this
coming year few school masters would have remained
✝ until he bowled at me in the Widger match [Ed]

at the school, but such is Rathulan’s love of Tiffin cricket and his belief in what we are trying to achieve, that
he has taken a chance of a vacancy occurring. We are
indeed lucky to have a person of such inestimable values on the staff.
Several times over the season we were due to receive
with due ceremony another fine ex 1st XI cricketer in
the shape of Dyan Sellayah. It was rumoured that he
was to join the Biology department and he sent us a
number of extremely optimistic missives announcing
his imminent arrival. It is now October 19th. The emails
have dried up, the cricket season has finished. Dyan
had opened the batting for the 1st XI for his 2 years in
the 6th Form here, scoring a brilliant century against a
powerful Hampton XI in 2004. This news was warmly
greeted by all members of the staff cricket team who
could see assured victory in the Widger match and
some even contemplated retirement form the game.
Well, the summer came and went, the Widger match
came and went, Dyan went but certainly didn’t come,
leaving the old guard of the staff team to secure the
Widger trophy by an unimpressive margin. As the evening wore on the margin became more and more impressive whilst the pundits on the staff surmised that Dyan
would not have been worth a place in any case. Dyan’s
supposed appointment is but a blank hole amongst the
many, many handsome faces of Tiffin staff outside the
Head’s study.
It goes without saying that cricket at Tiffin survives because people care. The cricket staff care enough to
devote their Saturdays to being with the boys as well as
coaching them at lunch time and after school. It has
been heart-warming to see so many boys taking advantage of our truly wonderful new nets and simply
staggering to see upwards of 30 boys at Mr Marley’s
unique fielding sessions. Cricket is a difficult sport to
maintain in state schools and without the enormous
dedication of time by all of our exceptional cricket
coaches and grounds staff it would struggle. We lose
perhaps the most valuable of the latter in that Mike
Hickman retires from Tiffin after 14 years of exemplary
service at Grist’s Ground. His will be a hard task to emulate but we will try and we wish him every happiness
in his well-earned retirement.
MW
2nd XI
The 2nd XI was still very much a work in progress with
the ever-revolving door of players, brought about by the
expanding exam season, call – ups to the 1st XI, injuries and other competing sporting activities. Despite an
absence of Upper Sixth experience, rookie captain Will
Brunt led an enthusiastic band dominated by eager
Year 11 players, who always gave their all to the cause.
Although the wettest early summer on record resulted
in numerous early season cancellations and plenty of
slow wickets, performances, unlike the weather, improved after half term with the positive second half of
the season culminating in two deserved wins. The
team’s competitiveness grew along with their evolving
learning curve and increasing confidence, as epitomised by Josh Graham’s match winning anchor innings
at John Fisher. Josh and Matt Sandford opened the

batting in five out of the eight matches played and got
good starts against Hampton and St George’s College,
where Sandford scored a career best 44. However, the
fact that no batsmen registered a fifty in all games
highlights the lack of runs in the side and the tendency
for bowler-friendly wickets. Although a number of players chipped in with useful twenties here and there, too
many got out to rash, injudicious shots, having played
themselves in, giving away their wickets too cheaply at
crucial times. This increased the pressure on incoming
batsmen, who consequently had little time to adjust to
the tempo of the game and get on with the job of scoring runs. This particularly applied when pacing an innings and chasing down targets; against Hampton a
good start of 81 for the first wicket rapidly went downhill to 132 all out – the last six batsmen scoring a mere
4 runs between them!
Whilst the batting struggled, the lack of consistency
with bowling accuracy at times allowed opponents to
garner easy runs and build demanding totals, for example at home to Hampton where 96 runs were conceded
in the last ten overs or at St George’s where 60 runs
were scored in the last seven overs of the home side’s
innings - having had them at 125 for 6 off 28 overs.
This all makes the batsmen’s job harder and players
need to recognise the role both batsmen and bowlers,
plus fielders, play in producing a winning combination.
No one, of course, deliberately set out to perform badly,
but this means more patience when required with the
bat and a need to bowl more tightly in partnerships to
squeeze runs out of opponents and increase pressure
on them to create wicket-taking opportunities.
It’s all part and parcel of the learning curve the players,
both individually and collectively, have to draw on next
season if they are to develop the consistency required
with bat and ball to become a more accomplished and
match-winning outfit. Many of the same squad will be
around next year and hopefully will take the positives
from their on-field experiences this year, along with
some of the players blooded at this level from Years 10
and 11 who are likely to be more than bit part players
next season. Keep working at your game; success will
breed success and you’ll be better players for it and
hopefully enjoy the game more as a consequence.
Finally, a big thank you to all the players who turned out
for the team, particularly at short notice, and to resident scorer Dag Sandford and the unerring supporter
Mark Brunt.
IL
3rd XI
The legendary All Stars team had to wait an extra couple of weeks for their season to begin for the rain never
seemed to go away. Nevertheless, led by Captain ‘The
Strategist’ Zubair Froogh the team stuck together, training hard under gruelling conditions with even the notorious fielding sessions being regularly attended by all.
The result of the dedication was there for anyone to see
in the much improved match performances than the
previous years.
With Will ‘The Warrior’ Reed at the helm of the batting
line up, the innings would always have a solid foundation to build on. Shrewd hitting from Nick ‘The Fire’ Fair59

hurst and the big hitting of Matty ‘The Monster’
McConnell complemented by the composed displays of
Azhar ‘The Admirable’ Siddiqui and Zubair ‘The
Wall’ Froogh gave good balance to the batting line up.
The side was blessed with a varied bowling attack from
the whizzing left arm of Tim ‘The Titan’ Edgar to the
meandering spin of Alex ‘The Architect’ Harrison. But
the title of most reliable bowler must go to Sam ‘The
Jet’ Jones who would always turn in wickets whilst at
the same time being very economical. The standout
performance by a bowler in a match would have to go
to Ryland ‘Rambo’ Ramakrishnan. In a situation where
the game was slipping out of Tiffin’s hands, the Captain
made a brave call of handing the ball to the debutant
from Year 10. But his decision proved to be correct for
‘Rambo’ gave a fantastic performance to take 4 wickets in his spell and single-handedly turn the match on
its head.
Perhaps most pleasing was the vast improvement in
the fielding of the team. There were some wonderful
catches, most notably by Charlie Skirrow diving sharply
to his left at mid-on to take a single-handed catch on
his supposedly weaker side. The fielding was much
sharper than in previous years and it was lovely to see
that the players always did their best even if they were
stationed on the dreaded boundary!
Overall, the foundation is there for this young team to
progress as cricketers and undoubtedly the target for
next season will be to turn the good performances into
results.
Zubair Froogh
U15 XI
The Tiffin U15 cricket squad were a raucous, yet highlyentertaining bunch. Training sessions were crowded,
initially as the Year 10 boys wanted to experience the
brand-new nets, but latterly as they enjoyed bowling so
much. It’s difficult to determine whether some of the
U15s were reluctant to bat, but they certainly enjoyed
bowling and fielding!
Net sessions were never washed out, but the torrential
opening to the season meant that the quicker bowlers
had to tip-toe up to the crease so as not to slip over.
The atmosphere was always excellent, though, and the
banter certainly bounced around, even if the wickets
did not.
After the floodwater had subsided, the opening fixture
was the intimidating prospect of playing Hampton
away. The U15s made use of a bowler-friendly track to
rip through the hosts’ top order. Malik Oddy (3-16) and
Ed Ervin (2-8) helped to skittle Hampton for just 80
runs. Holding catches was even more crucial, and barring the surprise of a chance on the very first delivery,
every opportunity was pouched. Akshay Sharma surprised himself with an overhead effort, and the U15s
went for tea in a positive mood. In reply, the 15s were
carefully guided through the opening salvo by Charlles
Shanmuganathan (24) and then Sharif Dougramaji
(15*) added some more attacking shots. Josh Loyd
knocked off the winning runs, as the U15s won by 5
wickets.
The second fixture was a 20 over jaunt against City of
London Freemen’s on an astroturf wicket, and a marsh
in the outfield. This time, the bowling needed to be full,
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and both Akshay Khanna (4 overs, 2-12) and Malik
Oddy (4 overs for 9) kept the batsmen under pressure.
Freemen’s 92-7 looked frail, and Tiffin made short work
of the target. After a tricky spell, and run outs on a
greasy surface, Sam Dale found that the best form of
defence was attack, launching the spinner back over
his head for 3 majestic sixes and 3 fours, on his way to
a brutal 35. Charlles (24*) gave him the secure platform at the other end, and the U15s won with 4 overs
and 5 wickets in reserve.
Tiffin hammered Reigate the following Saturday at
Grist’s, dismissing the visitors for 45. Ed Ervin (3-4) and
Olevarran Kamalanathan (3-8) did the damage. Sharif
struck 26* as the U15s won by 6 wickets.
Emanuel came to Grist’s as a different prospect altogether, and had the U15s rattled at 81-4 after 16
overs, but Akshay Sharma’s devastating spell (5-1-133) put paid to their innings, as they finished all out for
98. Akshay has developed the wonderful ability of taking wickets with bad deliveries, but on this occasion he
bowled a tremendous spell and changed the match.
Tom Morse (2-5) mopped up the tail. Chasing 99
proved comfortable, after the excellent opening from
Tarun Mehta (18) and Aneesh Sachdeva (20*). Akshay
Khanna (40*) then produced an imperious innings to
finish the match with a flourish, which saw the Colts
home by 8 wickets.
St. George’s Weybridge tend to have the whip hand
over Tiffin at U15 level, and the 70 overs were shared
between the 2 sides. Captain Ed Ervin again opted to
chase, and George’s had put 60 on the board without
loss on a hot day. After the drinks interval, Tiffin rallied
in the field, sharing the wickets around, including 2
sharp run-outs, to bowl St. George’s out for 160. The
U15s had not successfully chased a total of above 100
all year, and the task was made all the more daunting
by the 2nd XIs eating the U15s’ share of the teas!
Despite having 33 overs to use, the U15s lost their
openers very early, and at 9 for 3 after 5 overs it looked
very gloomy indeed. Into the game stepped Tom Morse,
with only 4 runs from 3 previous innings under his belt.
What followed was one of the best U15 innings in recent times. Tom scored both sides of the wicket to
amass 76* without ever looking in danger. The U15s
were behind the scoring rate all the way through the
reply, but when Sharif (a quickfire 25) joined Tom in the
middle, St. George’s could do nothing but send the field
back to the rope and hope for the best. When Sharif
skied one to cover, the chance of the win was gone, but
a creditable 134-7 got Tiffin the draw. Tom Morse
earned the outstanding performance of the season
across the entire 50/40 league for that innings. It is
very well deserved.
Tiffin lost narrowly to Epsom College in a 30-over contest the next week, but the selfless nature of the team
was evident. The middle order perished attempting to
increase the run-rate, and the same was true in a Twenty20 competition at Reigate, where Tiffin were unable
to cope with the acceleration of the other teams. To
develop as a team, the players must be able to assess
the match situation more effectively. Surely maths is
their speciality, isn’t it?!

Before losing a very close match at CLFS in the final
game, Tiffin hosted Ewell Castle at Grist’s on a warm
June evening. Having lost the toss, Tiffin were in the
unusual position of batting, and struggled with the responsibility. The opening batsmen gave their wickets
away, and Akshay Khanna was left to steady the ship.
He was eventually joined by Malik Oddy with the score
on 84 for 7. Malik opened his shoulders and belted
61* as he and Akshay (70*) put on an unbeaten 111
for the 8th wicket. The U15s’ 195-7 proved to be too
many, as Ewell’s batsmen were castled for just 38.
Amidst the cricketing mayhem, a few season’s highlights appear to have been omitted: 12 bowlers in total
took wickets for the A team, 15 scored runs; Charlie
Skirrow took a break from holding Rafa Nadal’s towel
for long enough to smash 25 runs against Epsom College; Mo Muammar found some excellent form at the
back of the season, scoring more runs every innings at
the end; Russell Davies improved significantly as a
wicket keeper; Arravin Jeyakarunakaran and Wilf
Bairamian took wickets for the A team, and Soman Hamid only bowled one ball for the As: he took a wicket
with it!
An enormous thank you must be extended to the U15s’
parents for their support, not to mention the lifts they
gave. It was a really enjoyable season as a coach, and
huge thanks must also go to SC, MW and Rathulan
Gnanendran for their coaching and supervision. I sincerely hope the boys continue to enjoy their cricket next
year and beyond.
AM
U15B XI
The U15B squad had a very successful summer.
Charlie Skirrow (best score 92 not out St. George’s) and
Alex Keane batted beautifully, demonstrating application, concentration, technique and a desire to hit the
ball hard. Both scored valuable runs and made appearances in the A team on the back of this. They both
bowled effectively and were excellent in the field. Alex
also captained the B team very thoughtfully, getting the
most out of his players when needed. Unfortunately, at
the top of the order, Louis Freeman and Greg Lobo
struggled with the bat due to a lack of footwork. It was
a shame that this was their undoing as they both have
fantastic hand eye co-ordination allowing them to time
the ball sweetly. However, as they move up the school
faulty technique will be found out by better opposition
and they really need to work on this in the nets over the
winter months. Both were great team players and outstanding in the field and I hope they score runs next
summer. Sachin Hampal also demonstrated he had a
great eye which at times made up for some unconventional technique. His most memorable innings was a
great knock against Emanuel (62*) and he scored runs
regularly throughout the season. Lewis Kean made
massive improvements throughout the summer, finally
knuckling down and concentrating on his technique,
and this, married with a fabulous eye, made for lots of
runs. His wicket keeping was extremely good and his
knowledge and reading of the game allowed him to
contribute effectively to the captaincy of the side.
On the bowling front, Arravin Jeyakarunakaran was fast
and aggressive, took plenty of important wickets and

was one of our best fielders. Freddie Rigby was always
steady and reliable, took useful wickets and was very
economical. Pran Srishangar bowled very well without
taking the number of wickets he probably deserved and
George Yang broke into the team and cemented himself as a regular. Good, aggressive bowling, solid technique with the bat and committed fielding make him a
real prospect for the future. Shiyan Haritharan bowled
well in the nets but had a tendency to be a bit short in
matches and Rylan Ramakrishnan developed into a
very promising bowler who was surprisingly nimble in
the field. Diptarko Chowdhury and Luke Sansom were
both good squad members, who willingly trained and
played whenever asked, making important contributions.
Thanks to the boys for a very enjoyable summer and I
wish them luck next year.
SC
U14 XI
Editors will know that reports often tend to exaggerate
the success of a side, results notwithstanding. If this
report appears to do the opposite, it is not down to my
hypercritical nature but because I want them to be the
best they can be by 1st XI age, and thereafter, and because we tend to enjoy what we do well at; so if they
learn and keep improving, with their high level of potential success should increase, enjoyment likewise, and
these talented young men will hopefully want to go on
playing long after leaving school – surely our ultimate
aim as teachers and coaches.
Incidentally, the latter experience a vicarious pleasure
from their teams’ achievements, so if the boys ever felt
they were up against thirteen on the field, that is manifestly wrong: yes, I gave six LBW decisions against
them, including my best bat (whom I also dismissed
caught behind down the leg side in our toughest game)
and none for them, but there is a vast gulf between
bias and disinterest, and that was simply how it was.
To prove a point, I am in talks with Miss Clarke about
employing DRS in 2013. Apologies, though, for not
detecting the unusual action of the bowler who took 5
of our 6 wickets to fall against Guildford – I can only
excuse my negligence by the fact that he operated exclusively from my end.
This term’s six wins, three draws and a defeat compare
unfavourably with the 13 victories and one reverse of
2011, and though six of those previous fixtures fell foul
of our sodden summer 2012 (of which the definitive
moment was for me the sight of groundsman Hickman
removing a dead fish from the outfield) these basic
statistics offer a fair reflection of affairs: it was a good
season without the side quite rising to the occasions
provided by the best re-inforced* independent school
Under 14 combinations.
Hence Hampton’s new gun bat hammered us to oblivion, we made little impression on St. George’s and
R.G.S. Guildford and, after having them teetering on 49
for 6, were saved only by the weather at Epsom –whilst
Reigate, Emanuel, John Fisher, Ewell Castle and
* Imagine my concern when umpiring the Under 14B
one morning to find half the opposition’s 2011 Under
13 A were now in their C!
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City Freemen’s were despatched comfortably, and Wimbledon College somewhat less so.
One aspect requiring attention is attendance at practice and availability for matches. If, in the words attributed to the Duke of Wellington, “the Battle of Waterloo was won on the playing fields of Eton”, this country
will lose its next war – not because of eclectic army cutbacks, but because our men will be absent from duty
visiting their grandparents, at their uncle’s anniversary,
doing music, ECDL, dance, a project or extra tuition,
visiting their guru on his birthday, at the dentist, in the
Ukraine, feeling febrile, revising or recycling Andy Murray’s balls.
Captain Arjun Rana scored nearly 250 runs, average
35, by a combination of courage, patience and sensible
shot selection: he denied St. George’s, anchored the
win over City of London, and was applauded off by
Guildford. His tactical awareness matured as he grew
in stature and I am indebted to him. Dominic Jones,
availability undermined by Wimbledon tennis and form
consequently elusive (runs reduced from 106 to 15,
wickets from 20 to none), had no sort of season but is
determined, and will be back. In contrast his co-vice
captain Vinay Samtani enjoyed a vintage term, again
passing 300 runs, including four fifties, at an average
of well above fifty, and opening the bowling with pace
and gusto.
Completing our quartet of leading batsmen were Min
and Max, opposites, as indeed their names suggest, in
style at the crease. Minura Abeykoon’s delightful touch
produced a maiden fifty against John Fisher, while Max
Talman’s more forthright approach subdued both them
and Emanuel. But he also defended crucially at Hampton and Epsom.
Below them Subhodeep Biswas, who helped Samtani
and Rana set up victory against Wimbledon College and
City Freemen’s respectively will, I believe, develop into
a class bat, Bashir Bhatti increasingly looked like one in
the nets, and Tahaa Shuaib, unleashed at Ewell, battered 49 without much need for running. Numbers 8
and 9 batted once, 10 and 11 not at all: we were never
bowled out.
Captain and vice-captains bowled less this year as we
pursued the mantra, albeit not always successfully, of
bringing all our players into the game. Thus the brisk
Shuaib and brisker Ira Shokar enjoyed, and utilised,
opportunities, while Josh Cook’s accurate medium pacers claimed 10 scalps. Condemned to short spells on
unconducive surfaces, off-spinner Areeb Anis-Alavi also
captured 10 victims and promising leggie Harvir Bhamra bowled beautifully at Ewell.
Pick of the attack, however, was slow left armer Bhatti,
a county-class practitioner of his art whose 28 wickets
at 6.46 apiece from just 66 overs emphasize the quality of his contribution. He and Samtani represented the
1st XI in July, where Bhatti achieved enough for entry
into next year’s Wisden.
Fielding, the opening match apart, was generally adequate, at times very good, with Samtani brilliant, Bhatti
outstanding, the captain a reassuring mid-off who
caught most reliably and Abeykoon a pulga atomica
specialising close in on the off-side, oblivious to excoriation. Little went past Biswas, Bhamra, Jones or Sho62

kar, and in team-man Talman we possessed a wicketkeeper who set the tone admirably, claimed 5 catches
and 8 stumpings, and won the Hansom Award. [see
page 78.]
Over the last few games Rana set good fields, the balance of encouragement and knowledgeable comment
was right, and an emendatory side looked ready to
move on to the next level. Thanks to the supporters,
Channel 5’s Simon Hughes for his text message to MW
and myself at Emanuel and, for the final time, to Mike
Hickman for his years of work preparing our pitches –
so much appreciated.
TM
U13 XI
The U13s had a very enjoyable season, winning all but
two of their matches under the professional guidance
and management of Mr Gnanendran. The atrocious
weather caused havoc with the early fixtures and so the
side eventually faced their first test against a tough
Hampton side. As newly appointed opener, Krishan
Sachdeva fully justified this decision, showing a tremendous amount of confidence and character to score
a persistent 44 with Will Sharp concluding the innings
with a quick-fire 30 and Tiffin finishing with a respectable 113. The bowling performance by Tiffin had improved much from last year with wickets being shared
around, Prannay Roy (2-13), Matt Hinks (2-20), and
Daniaal Bhatti (2-20); captain and wicketkeeper Conor
Fulton took two stumpings. Krishan Sachdeva(4-30)
took the last wicket in a nail-biting finish leaving Hampton 3 runs short of their target. A tremendous start!
In the following match the U13s faced old rivals Reigate
who are a very strong side. Reigate batted first and
posted a massive 294 for 2 after outstaying their welcome and batting for 40 overs. This left Tiffin with a
gargantuan task. Tiffin’s innings did not get off to the
best start with the first four wickets being lost for 50
runs. Matt Hinks played an excellent innings with a well
deserved 29 and stuck it out to the end with Anish
Khanna, bravely forcing out a draw.
Tiffin then faced St George’s who were restricted to
113 thanks to Matt Hinks (3-16), George Griffiths (211) and a great bowling display by Prannay Roy, 4-7
with 4 maiden overs. This was backed up with excellent
batting by George 23, Daniaal 41 and Conor 23 soundly beating St George’s.
Against Gordon’s Gian Shori (32) and Matt (35) produced a 99 run partnership after a shaky start. Gian
then showed his all-round ability taking 4 for 22 and
beating Gordon’s by 11 runs.
Next the U13s faced a tough Reed’s side. Tiffin batted
first and did so superbly with the top five posting 207
runs, Conor 48, Daniaal 40 and a well deserved 63 for
Krishan. Yusuf Jackson (3-20), Prannay Roy (2-13) and
Anish Khanna (2-20) finished Reed’s off with 102 runs
all out.
The U13s faced Glyn in a cup match; Tiffin got Glyn 807 with Yusuf taking 3 for 8 and Matt taking 3 for 9. Tiffin did not get off to the best start with the first eight
batsmen being out for 66, and it was left up to Yusuf
and Prannay with 3 overs left, but Prannay batted very

Conor Fulton represented Surrey State Schools Under 16 XI in The Hobbs Trophy at Purley Cricket Club, where
Surrey enjoyed a comfortable win.

Conor (nearest the camera) kept wicket for the winners.
well scoring 12 in 10 balls in an ultimately unsuccessful cause.
This side boasts much potential, losing only two of their
games. Thanks have to go to the hard work by the team
as a whole during training and Mr Gnanendran for such
a successful season.
Yusuf Jackson
U13 B XI
It’s hard to use the word ‘Summer’ when referring to
the cricket season of 2012, but still it has to be done.
The U13 B cricket team, as with so many others at Tiffin and around the country, fell victim to the weather for
almost the first quarter of the season. The first three
matches were washed out, which was a great shame,
and so Hampton provided the team with their first encounter of the ‘summer’. They were a very strong side
and posted a total of 200 which, despite heroics from
Ramir Kharay, who scored a swash-buckling 42, proved
too much. Luckily, the rest of the season did not continue in this manner, in fact quite the opposite – the boys
were undefeated in their remaining seven games! A
fantastic endorsement of the boys’ efforts and their
versatility as a squad.

[photo: Dee Fulton]

Our tactic of bowling first would prove to be a winning
one. After Hampton, notable victories came against
Reigate, who were swept aside by 50 runs due to tight
bowling by George Prentice, Tom Dunne and our very
own Freddie Flintoff, Jack Parker; and against St
George’s Weybridge, who fell victim this time to Jack’s
classy batting, as he stroked a calm 45 in difficult circumstances. He was ably supported by debutant Will
Burdess, who hit a reassured 27 from number 7. Again,
our bowling against St George’s was key: accurate, hitting a good line and length and constantly asking questions of their batsmen; Ben Studdert bowled particularly well down the slope to hand us victory by 96 runs.
Credit from the outstanding (and shortened) 2012 season should also go to Robert Pitman, who was a very
mature and capable opening bowler, Arjun Gopalakrishnan for providing a handy all round presence in the
team and captain George Prentice who is really turning
into a complete cricketer, taking wickets, taking great
catches and scoring runs on occasion from number
three, too. Matthew Stevenson came into the team half
way through the season and did superbly, forcing some
Muralitharan-inspired turn from the Tiffin pitches and
showing himself to be an elegant left-hand bat, too; he
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has all the talent to turn himself into a fine all-round
cricketer.
But the seven wins were a team effort and all boys who
took part in the B team should feel very proud of their
efforts. Thanks and praise should also go to the parents of the boys who showed such commitment in supporting them – I’m sure their presence was one of the
factors in this brilliant season.
BR
U12 XI
In a season where, given the greenness of the squad,
gaining experience as quickly as possible was going to
be so crucial, losing our first 4 fixtures to bad weather
was far from ideal. By the time our first match was upon us, and having got a bit tired of net practice in the
rain, facing the county captain from John Fisher hampered making any meaningful progress. He smashed
60 runs before being retired and then bowled Dhruv
Vadgama and Sid Iyer out with the first two deliveries of
the second innings. 22 runs off the bat followed in a
dismal total of 46 all out and spirits dropped even lower than the rain had taken them.
A more promising performance against Hampton followed. Although we ended 70 runs short of the total
set, they failed to bowl us out and we claimed a draw,
Ashwin Sharma scoring 21 not out on that occasion.
We were desperately short of runs in every match and
short of batsmen prepared to defend their wicket and
concentrate for any length of time. Only once did we
score a total of over 100, and Harris Siddiqui proved to
be the sole example-setter about application at the
crease. His 29 not out against St George’s and 38 not
out against Reed’s were the leading performances of
the season and spared the side blushes on both occasions. One other partnership of note was between Sid
Iyer and Manish Manoj, who put on 49 for the 6th wicket against Ewell Castle but, again, it proved insufficient
to command or win the match.
Against Howard of Effingham, Reigate, St George’s,
Reed’s and Ewell Castle we showed ourselves to be
competitive in the field. Harris Siddiqui and Manish
Manoj spearheaded a very respectable bowling attack
and were well supported by Vith Ketheeswaranathan,
Tanmay Sood, Kiran Dasani and Dhruv Vadgama. Later
in the season, Adam Ismail cemented his place in the
side following an excellent spell of bowling against John
Fisher. In that particular match he proved very awkward to score off, then caught and bowled their Surrey
star having frustrated him into a false shot. I am not
sure which the more overwhelming reaction was: the
look of dismay on the batsman’s face or the look of
delight –with a hint of surprise – on Adam’s.
There were other success stories of the season. For
one, the quality of seam bowling of Harris and Manish
who were equally consistent and miserly; they both
bowl with nice high actions that will doubtless increase
in pace and threat as they grow in stature. Next, the
quality of ground-fielding and catching from Ali Butt and
Stuart Kaufmann, which was at times astonishing; they
each present very exciting prospects for the future.
Also with a great deal of promise is opening batsman
Tanmay Sood, the side’s most earnest practiser and
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biggest self-critic. Furthermore, the natural talent with
both bat and ball of Dhruv Vadgama, who when he realises that natural talent is well complemented by gritty
application, has the potential to be the side’s leading
all-round performer. Finally, the general good cheer
and enthusiasm of Henry Maxwell, Daniel Morlans
Whitehead, Ben Williams and Orlando Low helped no
end to make the season an enjoyable one.
They were great fun to work with, albeit without any
victories to speak of, and I hope they continue to work
at and enjoy their cricket in future seasons.
CO

LEADING PERFORMANCES
BATTING
M.Dilworth
C.Skirrow
V.Samtani
V.Samtani
T.Morse
A.Khanna
M.Talman
R.Kharay
A.Rana
V.Samtani
K.Sachdeva
S.Hampal
M.Oddy
M.Dilworth
P.Chamberlain
M.Abeykoon
M.Dilworth
V.Samtani
C.Shan’anathan

103*
92*
84
78
76*
70*
70*
69*
64
63*
63
62*
61*
61
58*
57
53
52*
52

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Wimbledon College
St.George’s College
Emanuel
John Fisher
St.George’s College
Ewell Castle
Hampton
Emanuel
Reigate
Reigate
Reed’s
Reigate
Ewell Castle
Epsom College
Wimbledon College
John Fisher
Brentwood
Wimbledon College
City Freemen’s

1st XI
U15b
U14 XI
U14 XI
U15 XI
U15 XI
U14b
U13b
U14 XI
U14 XI
U13 XI
U15b
U15 XI
1st XI
1st XI
U14 XI
1st XI
U14 XI
U15 XI

M.Dilworth (103*) & P.Chamberlain ( 58*)
A.Khanna (70*) & Oddy (61*)

v
v

Wimbledon College
Ewell Castle

1st XI
U15 Colts

100 PARTNERSHIPS
180
111

BOWLING
A Khanna
B.Bhatti
B.Bhatti
E.Umrigar
A.Anis-Alavi
B.Bhatti
A.Anis-Alavi
P.Roy
R.Ramakrishnan
A. Jeyakarunakaran
Y.Jackson
R.Ramesh
G.Shori
K.Sachdeva
E.Carter
E.Ervin
A.Watkins

6-29
6-23
5-5
5-8
5-10
5-11
4-5
4- 7
4-13
4-14
4-14
4-17
4-22
4-30
4-31
4-35
4-37

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

City Freemen’s
R.G.S.Guildford
John Fisher
Emanuel
John Fisher
Reigate
Ewell Castle
St.George’s College
Reigate
St.George’s College
City Freemen’s
St.George’s College
Gordon’s
Hampton
John Fisher
Epsom College
Hampton

1st XI
U14 XI
U14 XI
U14b
U14 XI
U14 XI
U14 XI
U13 XI
3rd XI
U15b
U13 XI
3rd XI
U13 XI
U13 XI
1st XI
U15 XI
1st XI

STUMPINGS
M.Talman

3

v

Ewell Castle

U14 XI
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CRICKET AVERAGES
BATTING
Name
1st XI
M.Dilworth
P.Chamberlain
S.Krishnan
K.Toor
R.Forster
A.Hutcheson

Inns

N.O.

Runs

12
7
12
13
12
6

2
1
1
0
2
1

337
168
212
239
173
78

103 *
58 *
72
39
40
34

33.70
28.00
19.27
18.38
17.30
15.60

2nd XI
B.Carter
J.Graham
K.Grewal
J.Baugh
M.Sandford
H.Robertson

7
6
3
3
8
6

3
0
0
1
1
0

114
153
68
34
109
84

34
48
37
32 *
44 *
25

28.50
25.50
22.66
17.00
15.57
14.00

U15
M.Oddy
A.Khanna
T.Morse
S.Dougramaji
A.Sachdeva
S.Dale

3
9
5
9
7
10

2
3
2
3
2
3

67
206
80
123
58
77

61 *
70 *
76 *
34 *
20 *
34 *

67.00
34.33
26.67
20.50
11.60
11.00

U14
V.Samtani
A.Rana
M.Talman
M.Abeykoon
B.Bhatti
S.Biswas

10
10
7
9
6
6

4
3
3
1
1
1

321
246
119
117
47
47

84
64
37 *
57
27
20

53.40
35.41
29.75
14.63
9.40
9.40

U13
K.Sachdeva
M.Hinks
D.Bhatti
G.Shori
C.Fulton
G.Griffiths

8
6
8
6
7
7

2
3
1
2
1
0

186
87
162
63
77
80

63
35 *
41
32 *
48 *
28

31.00
29.00
23.14
15.75
12.83
11.43

U12
H.Siddiqui
S.Iyer
D.Vadgama

8
5
9

3
1
0

82
40
77

38 *
24
19

16.40
10.00
8.55
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Highest

Average

BOWLING
Name
1st XI
B.Bhatti
A.Khanna
A.Watkins
W.Caruana
A.Garner
E.Carter
J.Baugh

Overs

Maidens

Runs

Wickets

Average

14.2
12.4
84
17
70.2
42.2
51.5

1
3
18
0
19
4
10

52
57
253
100
355
219
190

7
7
18
6
17
10
8

7.43
8.14
14.06
16.67
20.88
21.90
23.75

18
17
31
36

2
1
3
1

78
87
157
228

8
7
8
8

9.75
12.43
19.63
28.50

U15
J.Loyd
C.Shanmuganathan
A.Sharma
O.Kamalanathan
A.Khanna
E.Ervin
S.Dougramaji
T.Morse
M.Oddy

5.3
13
34.1
32
31.3
38.5
13
26.3
45

0
0
3
5
5
3
1
4
2

19
49
121
132
87
189
58
99
170

4
7
16
16
8
17
5
6
9

4.75
7.00
7.56
8.25
10.88
11.12
11.60
16.50
18.89

U14
T.Shuaib
B.Bhatti
A.Anis-Alavi
J.Cook
V.Samtani
I.Shokar

13
66.1
17.2
28
31
37

1
15
4
1
4
4

36
181
70
124
129
149

6
28
10
10
9
9

6.00
6.46
7.00
12.40
14.33
16.55

U13
W.Sharp
Y.Jackson
M.Hinks
P.Roy
G.Shori
K.Sachdeva

12.1
29
39
37.3
10.4
37.5

0
5
5
3
0
2

67
117
143
150
70
200

8
11
13
11
4
8

8.38
10.64
11.00
13.64
17.50
25.00

10
13
44
41

2
2
8
7

50
57
160
158

4
4
9
7

12.50
14.25
17.78
22.57

2nd XI
R.Ramesh
S.Jones
H.Eaton
W.Brunt

U12
S.Iyer
A.Ismail
M.Manoj
H.Siddiqui
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CRICKET: FROM THE COMMON ROOM
2012’s Widger followed a very different pattern from
last year’s. Captain Kamran, perhaps lucky to survive
an early direct hit run out attempt by CO, looked increasingly confident as he stroked a season’s highest
39 and got the school off to a fine start, adding 56 with
Miles Dilworth (22).
Thereafter, progress stalled as IL conceded only 12
from his first 9 overs, and CO 26 from 11 ½, before Rat
Gnanendran span out the middle order with 5 for 33
while Kapilan Balasubramaniam snared 2 for 19 at the
other end. The Rat also held two consummate catches,
and at 105 for 8 the Staff scented closure, but they
were thwarted by the exciting strokeplay of captainelect Priyesh Patel, relishing a rare chance to bat: his
27, supported by Will Caruana (13*) and only snuffed
by a stunning direct hit run out from Kapz, took the
School to 139 for 9 declared.
The Staff’s tea must have been sabotaged: can there
be any other explanation for such a galaxy of willowwielding talent succumbing so pusillanimously? SC
was injured, the departing IK suffered Bradman’s trouble at the Oval in 1948, and retiring groundsmansupreme Mike Hickman had failed a late fitness test.
But 40 for 9, 17 of these, moreover, obtained through
extras, was unduly meagre, and it would have been
even worse but for an hour’s defiance from The Coach,
even longer from Bomber Harris, and IL’s late resolution.
Then again, perhaps Ali Garner’s pace, Angus Watkins’
length, Rob Forster’s accuracy, Priyesh Patel’s ripping
spin and Kamran Toor’s four catches had a bit to do
with it….
TM
TIFFIN INVITATION TOURING SOCIETY
The 36th consecutive Devon venture followed an uncannily predictable course – Launceston golf course,
predictably vicissitudinous on Saturday; Tavistock, predictably scenic all day Sunday; Kilmington, predictably
welcoming on Monday; and Tuesday’s Budleigh Salterton fixture, predictably too demanding after several of
our best players had predictably left early.
Less predictable, however, were the weather, Phoebus’
chariot in hot and sunny ascendancy throughout after
weeks of meteorological misery, and the venue of the
third cricket contest, at Exeter University’s Topsham
ground, after the latter caused wavelets to lap around
the eaves of Budleigh’s Ottermouth pavilion.
Debutant Nigel Angus, whom I taught in my first week
at Tiffin, compiled a considered fifty at Tavistock, shar-
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ing partnerships of 84 with Kapilan Balasubramaniam
(45) and 59 with Ravi Uthayashanker (fortunately we
possess a large scorebook, but this filled it). Manish
Patel’s cavalier 48, and 53 stand with another newcomer, the feisty Mark Percival, carried the Society to
224 for 5 declared, extras contributing 51 overall, and
our hosts sank to 93 for 8 against the hostility of Sujit
Subesinghe, also debutising with 9 overs, 4 for 20, and
Al Marley (2 for 17) before a little late resistance. They
lost by 71.
Nigel doubled up next day, with a majestic century, Safwan Ahmed assisting him in a second wicket feast of
90, before yet a fourth fresh tourist, Alistair Watkins,
dominated a hundred stand with a 51 ball 71 not out
containing 7 fours and a punishing pair of sixes, to
raise 240 for 4 declared.
Kilmington fell 88 runs short, bedevilled by wily skipper
IL (2 for 20) and surprise weapon Martin Kukla (5 for
34).
But four of the above-mentioned had departed when
we met Budleigh with their six Saturday 1st XI players,
and gritty twenties from Nigel and Sujit, supported by
the evergreen John Harding’s 18 and an undefeated
dozen from the Ginger Ninja, proved insufficient as
their Sri Lankan professional, seriously examined by Ali
Watkins in a dodgy start, opened up to craft an 8 wicket win, Sujit’s fine 10-1-31-2 notwithstanding.
Also uncannily predictable, we had a marvellous time:
thanks again from all of us, Coach!
TM
THE HANSOM AWARD
It is often remarked by aficionados that the best wicketkeepers are those one barely notices, and 2012’s recipient of this award epitomises the above. Eschewing
flamboyance and the vocal excesses regularly deemed
team-encouraging virtues by the less initiated, Max Talman of the Under 14s embodied calm authority all season. Clichés might suggest that he is still a work in
progress, and not yet the finished article, but his glovework this summer has been assured and agile, and his
worth immense, the eight stumpings among his thirteen victims an indicator of increasing finesse.
Thanks, well done, and congratulations on the award,
Max!
TM

Arun Harinath during his innings of 109 for Surrey

Friday 17 August 2012 was a day memorable for both
MW and me: in scoring 109 for Surrey (who won by 8
runs) against Middlesex at The Oval, Tiffin 1st XI’s
2004-5 captain Arun Harinath recorded his initial first
class century, and became the fifth Tiffinian to do so
during my time at the school. Another hundred followed, a week later, against Somerset. Congratulations,
Arun, and here’s to many more!
TM
[Can you name the others? For the list, see page 88 Ed]
BOAT CLUB
The 2011-12 season saw another year of development
for the Boat Club both in terms of members and infrastructure. The female element of the membership has
grown dramatically with Year 8 girls now taking up rowing in curriculum, which in turn led to more Year 9 boys
and some Year 8s taking up our fine sport, with the end
result a footfall @160 per week – enough to keep us
busy!
On the water whilst girls’ rowing was developing, boys’
was flourishing under the guidance of Captain of Boats
Will Beedham who put heart, soul and much else into
his year of Captaincy! The winter season was fast and
furious with Heads taking place in all kinds of weathers;
the summer season was, by contrast, something of a
washout! (apart from Henley Royal, of course).
Highlights were breaking the ice, literally, for Hampton
4’s and 8’s Head which saw 50 Tiffin oarsmen and
women take to the water, representing the depth and
breadth of the Boat Club. There were strong perfor-

mances from the J18 quad beating state school rivals
Windsor (more of the TSBC J18 quad later), and the
J14 quad winning a category prize – more of this crew,
too. In terms of volume of crews again, Weybridge
Winter Head saw 53 athletes taking part in what were,
as ever, extremely tough conditions with some strong
performances throughout across all categories.
The winter season was punctuated by the 3rd Annual
Black Tie Boat Club Dinner which saw ex Captain of
Boats Rupert Price return to his roots and give the
evening speech. Rupert has achieved the heady
heights of President of Cambridge Uni L/W in addition
to rowing in the Cambs LW squad for the annual
boatrace at Henley..a fantastic race but sadly Cambs
were pipped to the post by the Dark Blues (or not, dependent upon your loyalties!). We should also mention
another ex TSBC oarsman, Jonny Williams, who made
the last 18 for the Oxford Boatrace squad – no mean
feat as a fresher at University.
The boathouse was meanwhile continuing to develop
with the work downstairs and upstairs being completed – in parallel our parent group were assisting us
greatly with fundraising events which, combined with
the output of the OK Row (@8k), enabled us to purchase 2 new Predator doubles, one new Predator single and a 2nd hand but rather tasty SIMS quad.
The Schools Head on the day before the Junior Sculling
Head saw us put in a girls and boys quad for the first
time in the history of the Boat Club: the girls’ crew finished in the top half which was excellent for what was a
scratch crew, while the boys came 13th overall. The
following day saw 3 of the same boys quad racing at
Dorney in the Junior Sculling Head finish 4th overall,
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along with the J14 Quad who took silver. Whilst all
competitors threw heart and soul into racing, these two
crews were the standouts in what can only be described as a washout of a summer with many events
being cancelled or curtailed due to flooding. The J14
quad of Cormac Molloy, Joe Wilson, Matt Entwhisle and
Joe Everest coxed by Alex Kirkup went on to enjoy further success at the Inter-regionals where they represented Thames Downriver racing at Nottingham, taking
Gold in atrocious conditions and taking some significantly bigger but not better scalps along the way. At
National Schools the same crew took silver, a fantastic
1st year of racing for a J14 boat. In preparing for Henley, the School quad won at those regattas where there
was competition along the way starting with the old
favourite of Chiswick. The highlight for this crew was

doing what few Tiffin crews have done before, namely
qualify for Henley Royal, again taking some well known
scalps along the way. Sadly the Wednesday of Royal
Henley saw injury to the 3 man as they were approaching the enclosure area, resulting in the crew dropping
from a position where they were winning to one which
saw them lose the race. Regardless, the crew of Jack
Claydon, Richard Clarke, Guy Thomson and Joel
Nulsen deserve to be congratulated on all they
achieved throughout the summer.
With so much going on and so many coming through
the boathouse we look forward to a bustling 2012-13
season.
CL

Henley Squad

ATHLETICS
Tiffin secured victory in the senior competition at the
Borough Championships held at Kingsmeadow earlier
this year. Unfortunately, due to Year 11 being out of
school, the intermediates finished in 5th place. However,
they still fielded a strong team of Year 10s who did very
well and gained valuable experience for the intermediate
competition next year. The juniors finished with a well
earned 4th place.
Once the Borough Championships were over a number
of pupils from Tiffin were selected to represent
Kingston, with the most successful being Michelangelo
Buter in Year 8. He finished 3rd in the Shot Putt with
12.96 metres at the Schools County Championships also
held at Kingsmeadow Stadium. This was a great achievement for a Year 8 competitor competing in a Year 9 competition. The Surrey selectors also saw this as an impressive achievement and selected Michelangelo to represent Surrey in the English School Championships - the
most prestigious school competition where international
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athletes are born. This year it was held on 6th and 7th
July in Gateshead. Michelangelo donned his Surrey vest
for the first time during this weekend of competition and
finished 13th out of 21 competitors with a putt of 12.72
metres, another improvement. The most promising thing
about Michelangelo is that he still has another year in
this age group and nearly all of the boys who finished
above him will be too old next year. Michelangelo continued to improve throughout the year, finishing with a new
personal best and school record of 13.75 metres in Bedford on August 19th.
Another successful athlete this season was Tom Butcher
in the Lower Sixth who not only won every event he entered for K/M on sports day but finished 2nd in the
800m with a time of 2 mins 1.28 seconds in the Surrey
Schools Championships. Tom built upon this second
place finish by breaking into the top 35 in the UK for his
age group and has set a target of the English Schools
Championships next year.

